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During the last decade, on-surface fabricated graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have gathered enormous attention due to their semiconducting \( \pi \)-conjugated nature and atomically precise structure. A significant breakthrough is the recent fabrication of nanoporous graphene (NPG) as a 2D array of laterally bonded GNRs. This covalent integration of GNRs could enable complex electronic functionality at the nanoscale; however, for that, it is crucial to externally control the electronic coupling between GNRs within NPGs, which, to date, has not been possible. Using quantum chemical calculations and large-scale transport simulations, this study demonstrates that such control is enabled in a newly designed quinone-NPG (q-NPG) thanks to its GNRs inter-connections based on electroactive para-benzoquinone units. As a result, the spatial distribution of injected currents in q-NPG may be tuned, with sub-nanometer precision, via the application of external electrostatic gates and electrochemical means. These results thus provide a fundamental strategy to design organic nanodevices with built-in externally tunable electronics and spintronics, which is key for future applications such as bio-chemical nanosensing and carbon nanoelectronics.

1. Introduction

During the last 15 years a new methodology for the fabrication of carbon nanostructures has emerged: that of bottom-up on-surface synthesis.\[^{3,2}\] Specifically designed organic molecules are deposited on metallic substrates where they self-assemble and, by increasing temperature, they bind through a surface-catalyzed reaction via specific functional groups, forming highly robust covalent nanostructures.\[^{3,2}\] Over the years, a number of different types of carbon nanomaterials have been fabricated in this way, such as extended 2D covalent organic frameworks\[^{2,4,5}\] 1D and circular molecular oligomers,\[^{3,6-8}\] 1D organic polymers,\[^{9-11}\] and nanographenes.\[^{12-15}\] Among all these, the so-called graphene nanoribbons\[^{16,17}\] (GNRs), first reported via on-surface synthesis in 2010,\[^{18}\] have received enormous attention as potential platforms for future carbon nanoelectronics.\[^{19-22}\] This is partly because of their fully \( \pi \)-conjugated structure allowing for efficient electron transport, plus their confined dimensionality equipping them with an electronic band gap which is essential for logic-gate applications. In this direction, electron transport through GNRs has been measured multiple times in solid-state devices\[^{23-26}\] and also on metallic surfaces using the tip of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM).\[^{27,28}\]

The covalent integration of GNRs into more complex carbon nanostructures represents a potential means to realize additional functionality at the nanoscale.\[^{29}\] such as in the form of GNR-GNR\[^{30-33}\] and GNR-molecular\[^{34}\] heterojunctions. In this direction, a major step was the fabrication of the so-called nanoporous graphene (NPG) as a covalent array of laterally bonded GNRs.\[^{35}\] NPG, which was tested in solid-state devices, could be regarded as the first instance of a full-carbon nanocircuit composed of parallel nanoelectronic channels (GNRs).\[^{35}\] Importantly, it has been shown that other types of NPGs may be fabricated by lateral fusion of more complex chevron-type GNRs\[^{36}\] which demonstrates the generality of this approach. However, towards the applicability of NPGs for carbon nanoelectronics it is necessary that the electronic coupling between the GNRs within the 2D materials may be controlled, because that in turn would allow externally tuning the spreading or confinement of injected currents.\[^{37}\]

In the fabricated NPG, GNRs are electronically coupled due to direct C-C \( \pi \)-conjugated bonds between neighboring channels.\[^{35,37}\] It has been recently shown that GNRs may be laterally connected through benzene rings\[^{38}\] which, in turn, due to destructive quantum interference (QI),\[^{39,40}\] electronically decouples GNRs within NPGs.\[^{41}\] However, for real-world
applications such as biochemical sensing or logic-circuitry it would be highly desirable to manipulate such electronic coupling via external means (e.g., electrostatic gates). In this work we propose a promising strategy based on the usage of electroactive compounds, such as quinones, as organic bridges between GNRs in newly designed NPGs (Figure 1a). QI occurs in a number of quinoidal derivatives with different chemical structures. However, more importantly, it has been shown that QI may be externally switched off in quinone-based single-molecule break junctions by electrochemical reduction, restoring electron transport through the molecular device. This effect may be understood by the transformation along the redox process from the quinoidal electronic configuration into an aromatic one (see Figure 1b). Therefore, using electroactive quinone units as bridges between GNR channels could be the basis for a new class of NPGs with electrochemically tunable transport characteristics. Recent studies have shown that the edge of GNRs can be functionalized with quinone derivatives, which further supports the experimental viability of this approach.

Here we assess, via first principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations and large-scale transport simulations, the potential of newly designed NPGs with quinone bridges as electroactive nanodevices. We find that such quinoidal NPGs show an electron/hole asymmetry in their neutral state, pointing to distinct transport characteristics for different doping. In order to explore that we apply different electrostatic gates doping the system with holes or electrons, respectively. We study the electronic changes of the material for each situation, and simulate the injection of currents in the associated large-scale gated devices. Our results demonstrate that as long as the quinoidal units remain in their neutral state, such as for positive gating, GNRs are electronically decoupled due to QI. Contrary, negative gating dopes the quinoidal bridges with electrons, restoring GNRs electronic coupling. Interestingly, such electron doping occurs only in one spin channel, which gives rise to very appealing spin-filtering effects on injected currents. Finally, inspired by single-molecule break junction experiments, we test hydrogenation as an alternative tool to tune electronic coupling in a permanent (gate independent) local fashion. This allows us to propose a top-down post-treatment approach to realize complex nanoelectronic functionality with sub-nanometer precision.

2. Results

2.1. Materials Design and Characterization

In this work we propose the quinone-NPG (q-NPG), where GNRs are connected with para-benzoquinone units (top panel in Figure 2a), as a platform for electrochemically controlled charge transport. The atomic and electronic structure of q-NPG has been fully optimized using periodic DFT calculations and

![Figure 1. a) New type of NPGs proposed in this work, where GNRs are covalently connected via electroactive quinone units (orange boxes) providing an electrochemical control (e.g., via electrostatic gates, Vg) of the inter-channel electronic coupling. At the top right corner we depict the periodic unit cell utilized in this work to model NPGs. b) Upon electrochemical reduction via hydrogen passivation the quinoidal configuration is converted into an aromatic configuration, which deactivates QI within the ring, increasing electron conductivity.](image-url)
the PBE functional\cite{45} (see Methods for details). Other DFT flavors, such as the HSE06 hybrid functional,\cite{46} give rise to qualitatively similar results (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). As outlined in Figure 2a, the two peripheral oxygen atoms per bridge generate the quinoidal electronic configuration. We note the bridging aryl rings may be slightly rotated out of plane, but such conformational changes have a negligible effect on the resulting electronic structure (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). Therefore we focus on the fully flat conformation, which will greatly facilitate the simulation of quantum transport in large-scale devices (see below).

As previously proposed, the inter-channel coupling coefficient ($\kappa_c$) can be used as an effective measure of how electronically coupled GNRs are in NPGs.\cite{37} The $\kappa_c$ may be extracted from the band structure of the 2D material as the momentum difference of the longitudinal bands (i.e., those with high dispersion along the GNRs direction) at a specific energy point ($\kappa_c = \Delta k/4$).\cite{37} Moderately high $\kappa_c$ values are thus associated to strongly electronically coupled GNRs, whereas low $\kappa_c$ values are indicative of an electronically decoupled GNR array.\cite{37}

Figure 2b shows the electronic band structure of q-NPG and the resulting $\kappa_c$ spectra as calculated from the momentum difference (see $\Delta k$ in Figure 2b). As we may see, QI takes place only in the valence band around $E - E_F = -0.3 eV$ (see red dashed line), but not in the conduction band. Interestingly, as shown in the right hand-side panel in Figure 2b, this causes an electron/hole asymmetry for $\kappa_c$ which suggests that the spreading/confinement of electronic currents in this material could be controlled by external electrostatic gates. Besides the electron–hole asymmetry we also note the appearance of nearly flat unoccupied bands right above the Fermi energy ($E_F$; see orange brackets in the band structure in Figure 2b). The associated local density of states at $E - E_F = 0.2 eV$ (Figure 2c) shows that such bands correspond to the quinoidal electronic system fully localized in the para-benzoquinoidal bridges. The energetic position of the quinoidal band depends on the nature of the peripheral functional groups generating quinonization (see Figure S2, Supporting Information) and oxygen appears to be sufficiently electronegative to push down such unoccupied quinoidal bands right within the band gap. Such energetic stabilization of the quinoidal electronic system is responsible for the electron–hole asymmetry in the $\kappa_c$ spectrum (right panel in Figure 2b) which is lifted, for instance, when the peripheral oxygen atoms are replaced by methyl groups (see Figure S2, Supporting Information).

2.2. p-type Gating – Spreading versus Confinement

In order to assess more in detail the electronic tunability of q-NPG for solid-state devices we modelled the effect of electrostatic gates by including in our periodic simulations a plane of charge (gate) placed 15Å below the 2D material (see Section 4 for details). As a starting point, we utilized a negatively charged gate inducing the counter charge (i.e., hole injection) in q-NPG, as schematically represented in Figure 3a. As we may see in Figure 3b, upon removing $7.1 \times 10^{12} \text{ e cm}^{-2}$, the valence band associated with the GNR channels are de-populated (see local density of states at the $E_F$ for this gate in Figure 3d). Such doping is not enough to place the $E_F$ at the QI point, where $\kappa_c$ is minimal (see right-hand side plot in Figure 3b), and so we need to extract $2.0 \times 10^{13} \text{ e cm}^{-2}$ from the 2D material in order to reach the QI point where $\kappa_c = 0$ (see Figure 3c).

In order to discern the effect of such gate application on the spreading of injected currents we constructed large-scale gated devices ($80 \times 120 \text{ nm}^2$) made of q-NPG, based on an efficient DFT-parameterized tight-binding (TB) model which enables transport simulations at such sizes (see Section 4, and Figure S3, Supporting Information). The q-NPG samples were constructed by repeating the periodic unit cell 20× along the x-direction and 140× along the y-direction, as schematically represented in Figure 3d, giving rise to a NPG sample containing 268 800 atoms. Figure 3e,f show bond-current maps upon injecting electrons at the central/lower part of the devices (see red dot) at each considered gate. We may see that upon extracting $7.1 \times 10^{12} \text{ e cm}^{-2}$, which places the $E_F$ at the onset of the valence band (see associated $\kappa_c$ peak in Figure 3b), injected currents spread through a number of GNRs forming the so-called Talbot interference pattern.\cite{37,41} Contrary, upon removing $2.0 \times 10^{13} \text{ e cm}^{-2}$, the $E_F$ hits the QI point and, as shown in Figure 3f, injected currents remain fully confined in the single central GNR where they were injected for distances longer than 100 nm from the source. Such behavior arises from the lack
of electronic coupling between neighboring GNR channels\textsuperscript{[41]} (see $\kappa_c$ in Figure 3c) due to QI taking place within the quinoidal bridges at these gate fillings.

### 2.3. n-type Gating – Spin Filtering

To study the effect of n-doping we simulate a positively charged plane which induces an electron accumulation in q-NPG. Contrary to p-doping, electron doping fills in the previously empty quinoidal flat bands (see Figure 2c,d) which, interestingly, leads to an increasing net spin population with increasing gate, as shown in Figure 4a. Such spin polarization does not appear in the analogous aryl-connected NPG under the same applied gates (see Figure S4, Supporting Information) and so this effect may be exclusively associated to the quinoidal functionality. Indeed, taking a look at the atomically-resolved spin population map shown in Figure 4b, we see that spin is strongly localized in the quinone bridges, and particularly on the oxygen atoms generating the quinoidal configuration. This spin polarization is consistent with the partial reduction (i.e., electron addition) of the quinoidal aryl rings which, as schematically represented in Figure 4c, acquire an open-shell (i.e., radical) character. This result is in agreement with other studies which have reported spin polarization (open-shell character) of quinoidal derivatives by means of N-doping,\textsuperscript{[47–49]} electrochemical reduction,\textsuperscript{[50]} and surface chemisorption.\textsuperscript{[51]} The magnetic coupling between the spin-polarized quinone units is rather weak both along the $x$ and $y$ directions, as shown with the nearly energetic degeneracy between the ferromagnetic solution with other antiferromagnetic spin configurations (see Figure S5, Supporting Information). This is typical for paramagnetic ground states, however, in such situations, the application of moderate magnetic fields, as regularly done for graphene,\textsuperscript{[52]} may easily

---

**Figure 3.** a) p-gating outline: A plane of negative charge at 15Å from the q-NPG induces a counter positive charge in the 2D material. Band structures (left) and associated $\kappa_c$ ($= \Delta k/4$) spectra (right) upon gating b) $-7.1 \times 10^{12}$ e cm$^{-2}$ and c) $-2.0 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$ ($-0.25$ and $-0.7$ electrons per unit cell, respectively) indicating the QI energy with a red dashed horizontal line. d) Local density of states at the Fermi level for (b) and outline of the construction of large-scale q-NPG devices by unit cell repetition along the $x$ and $y$ periodic directions. e,f) Bond current maps of injected currents in large-scale devices (268 800 atoms) upon gating $-7.1 \times 10^{12}$ e cm$^{-2}$ and $-2.0 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$, respectively. Small red dots at the lower region of the devices indicate the point of current injection. Regions with high current density are shown in bright yellow and those with low or no current density are shown in dark purple, as indicated with color bars.
populate the ferromagnetic state of the material (Figure 4b), which is the most promising one for spintronic applications. Focusing thus on the ferromagnetic solution, Figure 4d,e shows the band structures (left panels) and $\kappa_c$ spectra (right panels) for $+2.9 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$ and $+8.6 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$ gates ($+1$ and $+3$ electrons per unit cell, respectively). As shown with the $\kappa_c$ spectra in the right panel of Figure 4e, for relatively high electron dopings (e.g., $+8.6 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$) the electronic coupling between neighboring GNRs at the $E_F$ is very high in the spin-up channel, but it is almost entirely depleted in the spin-down channel. This effect may be understood by longitudinal bands (see Figure S6, Supporting Information), making it increasingly difficult to unambiguously distinguish between bridge quinoidal states and GNR states, because all bands acquire a strong longitudinal character.

As shown with the $\kappa_c$ spectra in the right panel of Figure 4e, for relatively high electron dopings (e.g., $+8.6 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$) the electronic coupling between neighboring GNRs at the $E_F$ is very high in the spin-up channel, but it is almost entirely depleted in the spin-down channel. This effect may be understood by...
the fact that only the spin-up quinoidal bands are filled, and so “open”, whereas the spin-down quinoidal states remain empty, and so “closed” due to QI (Figure 4e).[39] This happens approximately in the gate window between $+5.7 \times 10^{13}$ and $+8.6 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$ (see Figure S7, Supporting Information). In order to study the potentially appealing spintronic effects of such state, we constructed large-scale gated q-NPG devices based on a parameterized spin-polarized TB model (see DFT benchmark in Figure S8, Supporting Information). Figure 4f shows the bond currents map for the $+8.6 \times 10^{13}$ e cm$^{-2}$ gated q-NPG, where we may see that part of the currents are being significantly spread forming the Talbot interference pattern,[37] whereas another fraction of them are strongly confined in the single GNR where they were injected. By plotting the corresponding spin-polarization of currents in Figure 4f (see Section 4) we may see that spreading electrons are mostly spin-up, whereas the fully confined currents are entirely spin-down polarized. Such an appealing spin-filtering effect arises from the electronic “opening” of the quinone bridges in the spin-up channel, while maintaining the QI blockade for spin-down currents.

2.4. Electrochemistry: Top-Down Engineering

Finally, inspired by single-molecule break junction transport measurements,[43] we consider the electrochemical reduction of the quinone oxygen groups with hydrogen atoms as a tool to restore, in a permanent fashion, the aromatic character of bridges (see Figure 5a) and so the electronic communication between GNRs. Figure 5a,b shows the optimized atomic structure of the fully passivated material, the para-hydroquinone-NPG (Hq-NPG), and its associated band structure, respectively. Similarly as for the q-NPG, we focus on the fully planar geometry, without loss of electronic information (see Figure S9, Supporting Information), which allows for large-scale device modelling. As shown in Figure 5b, hydrogenation restores the electron–hole symmetric band structure which is qualitatively similar to that of the fabricated NPG.[35] Thus the most significant changes compared to the parent q-NPG are the absence of the unoccupied quinoidal flat band close to the $E_F$ and the disappearance of QI at the valence band. As a result, the electronic coupling between GNR channels is restored for the occupied
states (see $\kappa$ spectra in the right panel in Figure 5b) and, consequently, upon applying positive gates injected currents fully spread throughout the 2D material (see Figure S10, Supporting Information) as opposed to the q-NPG where full confinement occurs at those same gates (Figure 3f).

The ability to activate/deactivate QI in the occupied states by hydrogenation/de-hydrogenation appears as an appealing post-processing tool to top-down engineer the spatial distribution of currents in NPGs. It has been recently shown that it is possible to remove hydrogen atoms from the edge of carbon nanostructures with atomic precision by applying voltage pulses with a STM tip.[12,13,33] Other experiments have also shown that on-surface formation of carbon nanostructures may be enhanced[53] or tuned[54] upon exposure to atomic hydrogen. Inspired by these experiments we study the effect on quantum transport of a regional dehydrogenation of a previously fabricated Hq-NPG sample. For that we construct a nearest neighbor tight binding (TB) model capturing the electronic structure of the q-NPG and Hq-NPG, respectively (see DFT benchmark in Figures S11 and S12, Supporting Information and Section 4 for details) which allows modeling large-scale carbon heterostructured devices.[41] Left panel in Figure 5c shows the spreading of injected currents in the occupied bands ($E - E_F = -0.75$ eV) of a Hq-NPG large-scale device, in agreement with the associated interchannel electronic coupling (see $\kappa$ spectra; right panel in Figure 5b). Hydrogen removal in the bottom and top regions of the device (1 and 3 in left panel of Figure 5c) which, in principle, could be done with atomic precision,[12,13,33] restores QI in those areas,[43] as schematically represented in the middle panel in Figure 5c. The spatial distribution of injected currents at the same energy ($E - E_F = -0.75$ eV) in the resulting hybrid Hq-NPG/q-NPG device is shown in the right panel of Figure 5c. As we may see, injected currents at the bottom region (1) remain fully confined, due to QI, until they reach the hydrogenated area of the device (2), at $y = 44$ nm, where the interchannel electronic communication is restored and, consequently, currents spread through a number of GNRs. Once the currents hit the top dehydrogenated region of the device (3), at $y = 88$ nm, interchannel decoupling due to QI occurs again, thus freezing the spreading pattern generated in region 2 up to the end of the device. By then passivating with atomic hydrogen larger areas of the device (i.e., increasing the size of region 2) one can achieve nanometric control over current confinement in region 3 (see Figure S13, Supporting Information). We note that such process should be reversible, and so exposure to atomic hydrogen[53,54] of regions 1 and 3 should recover the fully electronically coupled device shown in the left panel of Figure 5c (Hq-NPG). On the other hand, further hydrogen removal in region 2 in the hybrid device leads to a fully decoupled array of GNRs (q-NPG) and hence completely confines injected currents (Figure 3f).

3. Conclusion

In this work we study, via first principles DFT calculations and large-scale transport simulations, the use of electroactive molecules as bridges between GNRs in NPGs, as a tool to externally control the spatial distribution of injected currents in the 2D carbon nanomaterials. As recently shown in single-molecule break-junction experiments, quinones have an electrochemically dependent QI, and so tunable conductance.[43] Inspired by such experiments, we design the new q-NPG, where GNRs are bridged by para-benzoquinone. Analysis of the resulting electronic structure demonstrates that GNRs are electronically coupled for the unoccupied states, but electronically decoupled for the occupied ones. In order to assess the technological potential of this electron/ hole asymmetry we model the application of electrostatic gates to large-scale q-NPG devices, and simulate the local injection of currents. We find that upon hole doping q-NPG, injected currents remain fully confined in the single GNR where they were injected for distances longer than 100 nm, due to QI.[43] On the other hand, electron doping erases QI at the quinone bridges, but only for one spin channel, which gives rise to appealing spin filtering effects, whereby spin-up currents spread throughout the entire 2D material whereas spin-down currents become fully confined in a single GNR channel.

Finally, we also test the effect of electrochemical reduction[43] via hydrogen passivation of oxygen atoms in the quinoidal bridges. Our results demonstrate that such chemical process permanently restores GNRs electronic coupling for both occupied and unoccupied states within the resulting Hq-NPG. Recent experiments have shown that it is possible to remove hydrogen atoms at the edges of graphene nanostructures with atomic precision by application of voltage pulses with an STM tip.[12,13,33] We demonstrate that atomically precise hydrogen removal could be used as a post-processing tool for Hq-NPG in order to restore QI for specific areas in the 2D material and, as a result, top-down engineer the spatial distribution of injected currents with nanometer precision.

Overall, our results demonstrate the potential of integrating electroactive molecules as bridges between GNRs in NPGs, to achieve electrochemically tunable quantum transport. GNRs have already been tested in solid-state devices,[23–26] however, in order to realize more complex functionality at the nanoscale it is required to fabricate more sophisticated nanostructures such as GNR heterostructures[30–34] or NPGs.[35,36] In this work we propose a simple and generally applicable recipe to externally control the spatial distribution of currents in such type of nanostructures, which represents a key step towards the long-term goal of carbon nanoelectronics. It is imperative to consider in the future the effect of other external variables such as finite temperatures or the interaction with substrates, but the experimental demonstration of QI-tuned electric conductance in quinone single-molecule experiments[43] supports the technological applicability of our proposal.

4. Experimental Section

All considered NPGs were modeled under the density functional theory (DFT) approach using the GGA-PBE[45] exchange-correlation functional, a single-ζ basis set with 0.02 Ry energy shift, norm-conserving Troullier–Martins pseudopotentials, a real-space mesh cutoff of 400 Ry, and a $15 \times 51 \times 1$ Monkhorst–Pack k-point mesh, as implemented in the SIESTA software.[55,56] The unit cells, orthogonal, and periodic, were fully optimized, including the cell parameters, until all forces were below 0.04 eV Å$^{-1}$. LDA (SDF) and hybrid DFT type functionals (CA[57,58] and HSE06[46]) respectively provide qualitatively similar results, showing only minor quantitative differences from PBE, such as a slightly larger band splitting at the onset of the valence band for LDA (see Figure S1, Supporting Information). The authors note HSE06.
TB models were constructed by repeating the respective NPG unit cells the on-site energies were set to for C sites and model the effect of hydrogenation by using for O sites, respectively. Instead, for H-NPG we use and the same formalism. Current injection was simulated via a constant, on-site (spin-polarized) transport in the devices using the Green’s function were then fed to the open-source TBtrans code to simulate quantum calculations (using a screening omega parameter of 0.11 Bohr⁻¹) were run with the all-electron FHI-AIMS software using Tier-L light numerical atom-centered orbital (NAO) basis set and the same optimization setup as the Siesta calculations. The external application of electrostatic gates was modeled by fixing charges on a plane parallel to the 2D materials at 1 Å distance. For each applied gate we have fully optimized the materials’ atomic structure and cell parameters to capture any relaxation mechanism arising from the addition or subtraction of charge. Small out-of-plane twisting of the quinone bridges may occur for some of the considered materials (e.g., H-NPG) however, as shown in the Supporting Information, the resulting electronic band structures were qualitatively the same as for the fully planar structures. Therefore, all 2D materials were considered in their planar conformation in order to facilitate the transport simulations in large-scale devices. Large-scale quantum transport was modeled by extracting the on-site and coupling elements associated to carbon and oxygen p orbital from the DFT Hamiltonian to parameterize a more computationally efficient tight-binding (TB) model which properly captured the low-energy spectra. This procedure, carried out using the open-source Python-based SISL utility, allowed to retain the full interaction range of the DFT basis set, and the self-consistent effects of electrostatic gates and hydrogen passivation on the electronic structure of NPGs. Only the more involved hybrid H-NPG/NGP structures, considered in the last section, were modeled by using an orthogonal nearest neighbor TB parameterization with hopping 2.7 eV for all C and O atoms in the NPG geometries. In particular, for NGP the on-site energies were set to 0.2 and −1.1 eV for C and O sites, respectively. Instead, for H-NPG we use 0 eV for C sites and model the effect of hydrogenation by using −4 eV at the O sites. All TB hamiltonians were benchmarked against the original DFT band structures (see Supporting Information). Large scale device TB models were constructed by repeating the respective NPG unit cells 20× along the x-direction and 140× along the y-direction, corresponding to NPG samples composed of ~268 800 atoms. Such large structures were then fed to the open-source TBtrans code to simulate quantum (spin-polarized) transport in the devices using the Green’s function formalism. Current injection was simulated via a constant, on-site broadening i’ self-energy in the device Green’s function localized on a single atom at the bottom of the central GNR in the NPG sample. The value of i’, acting mainly as a scaling factor for injected currents, was set to 1 eV. This approach allowed to simulate in a simple, but effective, manner the current injection by a probe microscopy tip in chemical contact with one atom. Currents were drained into two NPG-like electrodes semi-infinite toward y and −y directions, and absorbed by 20 nm wide regions at the left and right sides of the device equipped with complex absorbing potentials (CAP), thus avoiding electronic back-reflection at the nonperiodic walls of the device. The spatial current flow was analyzed by plotting 2D bond-current maps, summing up all spin-up and spin-down positive-valued bond-currents flowing out of each atom, scaling the color-map in proportion to the current magnitude, so that areas with low to zero current are dark. The net spin-polarization of currents was analyzed by plotting the normalized difference between vector current maps for spin-up and spin-down, using a symmetric color-map where white indicates zero net spin polarization of currents, or no currents, and the white-blue (white-red) color-range is associated to spin-up (spin-down) polarized currents. All maps were generated using SISL.
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